

**Which MR Imaging Sequences Are Necessary in Determining the Need for Radiation Therapy for Cord Compression? A Prospective Study**

**BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE:** To determine which MR imaging sequences are necessary to assess for spinal metastases.

**METHODS:** Hypothetical MR imaging interpretations and management plans were made prospectively for consecutive adult cases acquired retrospectively. Standardized MR imaging protocols were independently interpreted by 2 neuroradiologists. MR imaging protocol types varied: 1) T1-weighted images only; 2) T1-weighted and T2-weighted images; 3) T1-weighted and postcontrast T1-weighted images; and 4) T1- and T2-weighted images and postcontrast T1-weighted images. Hypothetical management plans were created by 2 radiation oncologists. Logit model was used to investigate the effect of MR imaging protocol type on the probability of recommending radiation therapy (RT). Mixed effect models were used to investigate whether median spinal level or total number of spinal levels of planned RT was associated with MR imaging protocol type.

**RESULTS:** Thirty-one subjects were evaluated, each with multiple scan interpretations. Logit model showed that neither MR imaging protocol type nor neuroradiologist reader affected the probability that the oncologist would recommend RT (all \( P > .50 \)). Mixed models showed that neither ML nor NL was affected by MR imaging protocol type or by neuroradiologist reader (all \( P > .12 \)).

**CONCLUSION:** Although MR imaging is known to be the most useful diagnostic test in suspected spinal cord compression, which particular MR images are necessary remain unclear. Compared with T1-weighted images alone, the additional use of T2-weighted and/or postcontrast T1-weighted sequences did not significantly affect the probability that RT would be recommended or the levels that would be chosen for RT in our study. Our data suggest that unenhanced T1-weighted images may be sufficient for evaluation of possible cord compression.

The spinal column is the most common osseous site for metastatic deposits. Of those with spinal involvement, symptomatic spinal cord compression is seen in approximately 10%–20%. The most common tumors to metastasize to the spine are lung, breast, prostate, and renal cell. Pain is the presenting symptom in most (>90%) of cases. The pain is usually gradual in onset and progressive, and it typically worsens at night. Motor weakness (76%) and paresthesias (50%) are also common at presentation. As cord involvement develops, symptoms generally progress from pain to paraparesis, loss of sensation, and finally to autonomic dysfunction. The goal of therapy is palliation and preservation of function to optimize quality of life in most cases; treatment is rarely curative.

MR imaging has long been recognized to have substantial impact on the evaluation and management of spinal tumors. Specific relevant diagnostic information that neuroradiologists can glean from MR imaging of the spine includes the diagnosis of metastasis, the characterization of the levels of involvement, and the diagnosis of any associated cord compression. Both bony involvement and neural compression from epidural tumor are demonstrable by MR imaging.

In clinical practice, there is disagreement regarding which routine sequences are necessary for clinical assessment in these cases. Therefore, some imagers routinely include only nonenhanced T1-weighted images in cases of clinically suspected cord compression. Other imagers variably obtain T2-weighted images as well. Others routinely administer contrast in this setting. Some administer contrast only when a lesion is suspected on the unenhanced images, and some do so only when no lesion is seen on the unenhanced images. Imagers need a rational standardized approach to imaging of the spinal axis for this clinical indication. Patients with this presentation frequently have difficulty lying still for prolonged periods on rigid MR imaging tables, so that shortening the duration of the scans for these patients is a desirable goal. In addition, multiple new, innovative sequences are currently being tried for spinal neoplasm imaging; some will probably be shown to provide additional clinically useful diagnostic information. Rather than adding the new (or investigational) sequences to a large, inclusive basic protocol, it would be useful to determine which conventional sequences are necessary at a minimum, so that newer sequences could be added with minimal increase in scan time.

The purpose of this study was to determine how often the addition of T2-weighted or postcontrast T1-weighted images to unenhanced T1-weighted images affects urgent treatment plans in cases of clinically suspected spinal metastases, espe-
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cially plans for radiation therapy. The hypothesis was that the use of the more limited MR imaging protocols—1) unenhanced T1-weighted images only, 2) T1-weighted plus T2-weighted images, or 3) T1-weighted plus postcontrast T1-weighted images—would not affect the urgent clinical decision to recommend radiation therapy or the levels of planned therapy compared with the use of the reference standard MR imaging protocol including T1- and T2-weighted images and postcontrast T1-weighted images.

Methods

Study Population
The subjects included consecutive adults (outpatients and inpatients 18 years of age or older) with known primary neoplasm and clinical suspicion of metastatic disease to the spinal axis. All patients were from a single large tertiary care center. All subjects had undergone spine MR imaging in the course of their clinical care. Names of all patients undergoing spine MR imaging were acquired from MR imaging logbooks over a 2-year period. All of the patients’ electronic medical records were reviewed. Patients with previous spinal irradiation or surgery were excluded because of the need for contrast in these cases related to the postsurgical findings (regardless of the presence of neoplasm). Records were specifically reviewed to identify any evidence of known primary malignancy; those without known primary malignancy were excluded. Three patients were excluded because they did not receive contrast (patient motion-related artifact was substantial, and contrast was deemed inappropriate at the time of scanning because images were nondiagnostic as a result of motion). One patient was excluded because of very poor quality images; all other patients, including those with MR imaging deemed by neuroradiologist interpreters to be of “satisfactory,” “borderline,” or “poor” quality, were included. Because we were interested in determining the sequences most useful in treatment planning for patients with MR imaging evidence of metastatic disease, we excluded 34 patients (of 65 consecutive patients) in whom MR imaging did not suggest the presence of any pathology other than degenerative disk disease. Clinical symptoms for the included subjects were obtained from the medical records, with recorded symptoms at the time of imaging ranging from back pain to paresthesias or paraparesis. The Institutional Review Board approved the study.

Design
This was a prospective study evaluating the effect of variations of MR imaging protocols on hypothetical treatment plans (an intermediate outcome) in which cases were acquired in a retrospective manner. After the identification of the cases, the MR images were prospectively and blindly interpreted with standardized reporting format (Neuroradiologist Report) by 2 attending neuroradiologists. One neuroradiologist had 33 years of experience and the other 2 years of experience since completion of a neuroradiology fellowship. Each neuroradiologist interpreted the cases independently, and each was provided only with clinical presentation at the time of imaging (eg, “50-year-old woman with history of breast cancer now presenting with back pain”). Neuroradiologists were blinded to other clinical information (eg, biopsy results, actual radiation therapy received, patient outcome).

Each patient’s spine MR imaging examination was interpreted 4 times by each neuroradiologist. The 4 interpretations reflected 4 different MR imaging protocols presented at distinct readout sessions: 1) T1-weighted images only; 2) T1- and T2-weighted images; 3) T1-weighted and postcontrast T1-weighted images; and 4) T1- and T2-weighted images and postcontrast T1-weighted images. Each readout session was separated by at least 1 month from the previous session for the same patient to decrease recall bias. Reports from previous readout sessions were not consulted, reviewed, or altered at subsequent sessions.

Hypothetical treatment plans were also determined prospectively. Each patient scenario was presented independently to 2 attending radiation oncologists who had 10 and 18 years of experience since completion of training. History and physical findings at the time of imaging and the Neuroradiologist Report were presented to each radiation oncologist, who was asked to provide a hypothetical treatment plan in a standardized format (Radiation Oncologist Questionnaire). Radiation oncologists were specifically required to indicate whether radiation therapy was recommended and, if so, for which specific spinal levels. Each patient’s case was considered for treatment planning multiple times by each radiation oncologist. Each time reflected a unique Neuroradiologist Report based on which neuroradiologist interpreted the scan and which of the 4 MR imaging protocol types was interpreted. Therefore, each case contributed up to 8 scenarios for each oncologist.

Statistical Analysis
A logistic model was used to investigate for an association between whether radiation therapy was recommended and the MR imaging protocol type used. The generalized estimating equation method was used in the model because each patient was repeatedly measured in the study. The effect of neuroradiologist identity and its interaction with MR imaging protocol type were investigated in the model. The frequency (and its SE) with which the oncologists recommended radiation therapy was summarized for each MR imaging protocol type, after adjusting for neuroradiologist effect in the logistic model. The other 3 protocols were compared with the reference MR imaging protocol (protocol 4: T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and postcontrast T1-weighted images) using Bonferroni multiple comparisons methods. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. k statistics were used to investigate the agreement between the reference MR imaging protocol (protocol 4) and the other 3 more limited MR imaging protocols. The agreement was considered excellent if k was 0.81–1.00, substantial if k was 0.61–0.80, moderate if k was 0.41–0.60, fair if k was 0.21–0.40, and poor if k was <0.21.

Further analysis was based on consecutive numbering of spinal levels from C1 to the sacrum, such that C1 was numbered 1, C2 = 2, C3 = 3 . . . and sacrum = 25. For cases in which the oncologist recommended radiation therapy, 2 parameters were used for a more detailed evaluation of the therapy recommended. The 2 parameters were the median level (ML) of recommended spinal radiation therapy and the total number of levels (NL) of recommended spinal radiation (eg, if radiation therapy was recommended for C4 through T5, this was numbered 4 through 12, so that the ML would be 8 and the NL would be 9). Mixed-effect models were used to investigate whether either ML or NL was associated with MR imaging protocol type. The effect of neuroradiologist identity and the interaction of this variable with MR imaging protocol type were also investigated in the model; the patients were the random effect. The mean of ML (or NL) of MR imaging protocol 4 was compared with those of the other 3 protocols by using Dunnett multiple comparison method. Pearson correlation coefficients were used to investigate the relationship of ML and NL.
Results

A total of 31 consecutive subjects (Table 1) was evaluated. Multiple scan interpretations were obtained by MR imaging protocol type and neuroradiologist for each subject. MR imaging protocols 1, 2, and 3 showed no difference from the reference protocol 4 regarding the decision of whether to plan radiation therapy or not. The decision whether to recommend radiation therapy was also not affected by which neuroradiologist interpreted the scan. Table 2 summarizes the main and interaction effects in the logistic regression model. The frequencies with which the oncologists recommended radiation therapy did not vary significantly by MR imaging protocol type (Table 3).

The \( \kappa \) statistic to assess agreement between reference MR imaging protocol 4 and the other 3, more limited, MR imaging protocol types were all in the substantial agreement range (Table 4).

Neither the ML of radiation planned nor the NL of radiation planned was affected by which MR imaging protocol type was used. Which neuroradiologist interpreted the scan and created the report had no significant effect on ML or NL (Table 5). MR imaging protocols 1, 2, and 3 showed strong relationships with the reference protocol 4 regarding both ML and NL (Fig), with similar Pearson correlation coefficients for all paired comparisons for ML (range, 0.87 to 0.93) and NL (range, 0.69 to 0.78). Intraclass correlations between protocol 4 and the other protocols ranged from 0.86 to 0.94 for ML and from 0.71 to 0.75 for NL.

Table 6 includes a summary of the mean ML and NL values determined using each protocol type. The mixed effects model showed that differences among these ML and NL values were not statistically significant (all \( P > 0.5 \)).

The 2 neuroradiologist readers were asked specifically whether each patient’s MR imaging had findings suggestive of dural, intradural, intramedullary, or conus neoplastic involvement not appearing to originate from bone. The 2 readers agreed that 4 patients had such MR imaging findings on the reference MRI protocol 4 (T1- and T2-weighted images and postcontrast T1-weighted images). However, when interpreting the more limited MR imaging protocol types, the nonbone disease was not uniformly identified: the more senior neuroradiologist detected all 4 cases when interpreting protocol 2 (T1-weighted images only) and 3 (T1-weighted plus postcontrast T1-weighted images) but only 2 of 4 cases when interpreting protocol 2 (T1-plus T2-weighted images); the more junior neuroradiologist detected all 4 cases with protocol 3, 3 of 4 cases with protocol 2, and 2 of 4 cases with protocol 1.
Discussion

The most common indications to irradiate bone metastases include pain, risk for pathologic fracture, and cord compression. A number of clinical, prognostic, and therapeutic factors are considered in the treatment planning for palliative radiation therapy. Radiologic determination of the spinal levels involved with metastases is critical to radiation treatment planning. Although plain films, CT, myelography, and nuclear medicine have been used in the setting of spinal metastases, MR imaging is currently considered the imaging technique of choice for the detection of spinal tumors. Previous research has shown that noncontrast T1-weighted images are probably the most useful type of images in adult patients with clinically suspected cord compression, because vertebral metastases are most often appreciated with this MR imaging sequence. Bony metastases are typically well seen as hypointense foci within normal fatty marrow on T1-weighted images. The appearance of metastases on T2-weighted sequences varies, especially if fast spin-echo techniques are used. Some bony neoplasms have been shown to demonstrate the greatest contrast on short T2 inversion recovery (STIR) images; however, the signal intensity-to-noise ratio is lower for STIR than for fast spin-echo T2-weighted images. Patterns of neoplastic involvement tend to be similar for STIR and T2-weighted images. For the less common cases of dural or pial (nonbony) neoplastic involvement of the spinal axis, contrast enhanced images have been shown to provide additional independent information. Others have found that contrast allows for increased conspicuity of epidural tumor extension from bone.

Table 6: Summary of median levels (ML) and total number of levels (NL) of recommended spinal radiation by MRI protocol type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MRI Protocol Type</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>NL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>7.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.18</td>
<td>8.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.58</td>
<td>8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.04</td>
<td>8.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values are presented as mean (SE). Differences in means of ML and NL were not statistically significant at pairwise comparisons of any 2 protocol types.

Fig 1. Scatterplots show the positive linear relationships between median spinal level (ML) and total number of spinal levels (NL) of radiation therapy planned by using reference MR imaging protocol 4 compared with the more limited MR imaging protocols 1, 2, and 3. The Pearson correlation coefficient, r, and intraclass correlation (ICC) are both indicated for each comparison.
Given that previous studies have suggested that noncontrast T1-weighted images are the most useful type of images in adult patients with clinically suspected cord compression, we hypothesized that T1-weighted images alone would usually provide the same clinically relevant diagnostic information for urgent treatment planning as the reference MR imaging protocol. To test this hypothesis, we compared 3 different, limited MR imaging protocol types with the reference standard (T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and postcontrast T1-weighted images). The 3 limited protocol types were 1) T1-weighted images only, 2) T1- plus T2-weighted images, and 3) T1-weighted plus postcontrast T1-weighted images. We chose to investigate 2 aspects of the impact of the use of different types of MR imaging protocols in the setting of metastatic disease to the spine. First, does the choice of MR imaging protocol affect the decision of whether to recommend radiation therapy? Then, for those patients for whom radiation therapy is recommended, does MR imaging protocol affect which levels will be irradiated? We used the median spinal level of planned therapy and the total number of spinal levels of planned therapy to estimate this effect. We performed both univariate and multivariate analyses and found that use of T1-weighted images alone resulted in the same frequency of decisions to recommend radiation therapy, and that T1-weighted images alone agreed as well with the reference standard as did the other 2 limited protocols. All protocol types showed substantial agreement with the reference protocol. We further found that which MR imaging protocol type was used did not affect the median spinal level of planned radiation therapy or the total number of spinal levels of planned radiation therapy. Our results are in accord with the previous cited studies regarding the utility of unenhanced T1-weighted images in adult patients.

Regarding the much less common cases of nonbony neoplastic involvement of the spinal axis, previous studies have shown that intravenous contrast provides additional independent information. Our study population included only a small number of patients likely to have nonbony disease. However, our results showed that such nonbony disease may not be as readily detected, especially by less experienced neuroradiologists, without intravenous contrast administration. This agrees with previous research suggesting that postcontrast images do provide additional diagnostic information in cases with nonbony neoplastic disease. We note that these cases do not typically require urgent radiation therapy. Among the 4 such patients in our study, the oncologists recommended radiation therapy in only a single case, and that recommendation was made regardless of the MR imaging protocol used (ie, the unenhanced T1-weighted images led to the same recommendation as the reference protocol).

A possible limitation of our study was the exclusion of patients whose MRIs showed no evidence of tumor. Our rationale for this exclusion criterion was that patients with such MRIs would not be candidates for urgent radiation therapy of the spinal axis in clinical practice. Ours was not an accuracy study with reference standard of pathologic confirmation. We chose instead to evaluate variations on an imaging test that is very often the major determining factor in deciding urgent management of patients with clinically suspected cord compression. We investigated whether this imaging test could be more limited than is commonly performed without negatively affecting urgent patient care; therefore, patients without evidence of spinal neoplasm would not be among the relevant patient population.

Regarding generalizability of our results, there are several issues we identify. Because ours is a tertiary care center, our results may not be generalizable to other types of health care centers or providers. All MRIs in our study were performed on 1.5T magnets; other field strength systems may not perform equally well. Our MR imaging interpreters were both fellowship-trained, CAQ-certified neuroradiologists; if other types of radiologists or nonradiologist physicians are interpreting spinal MR images in clinical practice, our results may not be relevant to that practice. For example, both radiation oncologist coauthors commented that they personally prefer T2-weighted images in their own reviews of scans in practice, suggesting that they find the sagittal T2-weighted series to most clearly show CSF and degree of cord compression. Such preferences may affect oncologist confidence levels or portals in actual treatment planning. Lastly, all of our patients were adults; pediatric patients have less fatty bone marrow (ie, darker on T1-weighted images), and it is possible that T1-weighted images alone are not as useful in these patients.

We chose to evaluate fast spin-echo T2-weighted images instead of STIR for several reasons. First, previous research has suggested that patterns of bony neoplastic involvement of the spine tend to be similar for STIR and T2-weighted images. In addition, an informal survey of colleagues at different sites in the United States at the time of our project suggested that most groups were using T2-weighted imaging in this clinical setting. Finally, we thought that a similar comparison would perhaps best be performed independently for MR imaging protocols including STIR (such as evaluating T1-weighted images alone versus T1-weighted and STIR images versus T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted images).

Conclusions

Although MR imaging is known to be the most useful imaging test in cases of clinically suspected spinal metastasis and cord compression, MR imaging protocols vary regarding the use of basic conventional sequences. We evaluated different combinations of sequences as interpreted by fellowship-trained, CAQ-certified neuroradiologists. Compared with unenhanced T1-weighted images alone, the addition of T2-weighted and/or postcontrast T1-weighted images did not significantly affect the probability that radiation therapy was planned or the levels chosen for radiation therapy. Unenhanced T1-weighted images may be sufficient as a minimum protocol in this setting, particularly for urgent treatment decisions.
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